
Food and Land are stories and they are our stories, individual and collective. 

 

 
Here is a social, personal and political account of a journey to and from the first European Forum on 

Food Sovereignty in Krems, Austria, 2011 

 
I have written this as a report in three parts: one is a personal account of the journey to Krems and of what I 

experienced as a gardener and an observer. Another part is a documentation of the meeting that took place at 

Krems and of the issues that emerged and the actions that were agreed on by participants. The final part 

contains lists of useful links, references to other documents, articles and followup ideas for community 

gardens. 

 
There are no recommendations as such in this report. The spirit of Nyeleni and of food sovereignty for me is 

that these are ongoing discussions and they need to include and take account of all living beings. There is 

however some ideas at the end of the report which could be useful for possible follow up work. 
 
Part 1 
 
Krems by night 

 
The first person I met on arrival in Krems was a Japanese tourist looking for a hotel. I told him I was there to 

attend a forum on food sovereignty and he immediately began to talk about how fearful the Japanese are 

about the contamination of their land and foods since the earthquake and nuclear accidents. We found him a 

hotel and I never saw him again but it underlined the importance for me of looking at issues relating to land 

and food at this time. 

 
I began the journey to Krems in Berlin. I wanted to visit some community gardens there and also hear 

whether food sovereignty was something that gardeners there were talking or thinking about. I had an idea 

about adapting the World Cafe approach which I had experienced for the first time at the Dublin Community 

Growers Forum in June. I wanted to try to bring conversations from one garden to another and then maybe 

back again. This didn’t quite work out in practice but it still represents the overall aim of what I was trying to 

achieve. I was conscious that I was but one gardener making this journey and so I wanted to do it while 

always keeping the structure of a community garden in mind. 

 
I chose to start in Berlin because I wanted to visit an old friend who had recently got a new hip and was still 

climbing five flights of stairs carrying his shopping in order to get to his apartment and who was still cycling. 

But also because Berlin represents much of what is urban in Europe for me. Most people in the city rent their 

homes and their strange history of separation followed by reunification has marked the landscape and 

identity of its dwellers. Politically too they are used to conflict and to working with very opposing views so 

they can be confrontational and tough in an interesting kind of way, for me.  
 
My first garden related event involved an excursion to the woods outside Berlin foraging for 
mushrooms with my old friend Hans. The woods are part of what was formerly East Germany. They stretch 

for miles, are sparsely inhabited and in their midst lie the most beautiful swimming lakes. These woods are 

also full of mushrooms, which it is legal to pick but not to sell. And therefore the mushrooms for sale in 

German supermarkets come from the Polish woods instead. According to Hans this part of what was 

formerly East Germany is still full of neo-nazis: he claims he can see it in their eyes. You can’t go through 

these woods without coming across trenches and earth bunkers which are said to have been dug out by 

Russian soldiers making winter-shelters for themselves in wartime. Later we ate the mushrooms and Hans 

made a plum tart following an old Schwabian recipe he got from his mother. 

 
The first community garden I visited was the garden in Kreuzberg called Prinzessinnengarten. Set up by 

an NGO called the Nomadic Greens, it is remarkable for being an entirely mobile garden. The piece of land 

occupied by the garden has been rented out on the proviso that the land will one day be developed. Therefore 

the gardeners have developed a system of gardening that uses large crates and bags to grow an amazingly 

wide and diverse selection of vegetables and herbs. Also on site are beehives, a mobile cafe and a mobile 



library and reading room. This garden has been in operation for only a few years but funds itself in such a 

way that it can employ full-time workers alongside all the volunteers on the project. It has been very well 

documented and you can see some of the links and read more in Part 3 of this report. I won’t repeat here 

what has been written about in so many other places. 

 
I spoke with both Robert and Marcus who are the two behind this project. They were very surprised to hear 

that there was such an active Community Gardening scene in Dublin and wanted to know whether this was 

connected to the economic crisis in Ireland. They are involved in a pilot European project establishing a 

community garden network in Europe and although they already have partners in London, they were open to 

the possibility of establishing links with Dublin and doing some future work together. They told me that their 

arrival on the Community garden scene has caused some conflict with some of the existing community 

gardens in Berlin and this has to do with a number of issues. 

 
One is the nomadic nature of the garden. Others believe that a garden must be allowed to have roots and that 

it is important that a community gets a garden that they can keep. Another issue has been relating to the 

economics and politics of the garden. The Nomadic Greens don’t believe that things should be free in the 

garden and they also believe that the garden should fund itself and not be dependent on grants. This it does 

through a variety of schemes including sales of vegetables, food, seeds, memberships, as well as hosting 

many food parties and other events. They see their work as being educational and as providing a model of 

good practice that can be replicated elsewhere.  

 
Others who were in the garden while I was there included a Swedish artist doing a project involving different 

varieties of potatoes and a Danish permaculture farmer and Christianitter, who had just cycled from 

Copenhagen to Berlin and told me some stories. One was about how he had met the Irish Seedsavers in 

Brussels at a seed saving conference and he had taken some Donegal Oats with him back to Denmark and 

they had grown well. Another was that after all the years of battle with the Danish government over the 

settlement of Christiania - first occupied 40 years ago in an old abandoned military area - that the 

Government had finally given up on their plans to remove them and had agreed to a fair price for the land. 

Christiania only makes decisions by consensus so there are some who believe that it was because the 

negotiations took so long that they finally wore the government out. The third story he told me was about the 

anteater and that it has been documented that the anteater only spends an exact number of minutes each day 

at the anthills. And this is because if it spent any more time than that, it would cause so much chaos that the 

ants wouldn’t be able to rebuild in time for the next day and that therefore it would have destroyed its own 

daily food source. 
 
The second garden I visited was the TonSteine garden just by a road where part of the old Berlin wall had 

run, at Mitte. Many of the areas close to the old wall have been the least developed. This created space for 

artists and squatters and alternative movements. Next to the garden was a building housing an exhibition 

about the various art movements and nomads of the area from the time of the wall. So my first glimpse of the 

garden was through an old net curtain as, although I had been looking for this garden, it had eluded me until 

then. One of the gardeners there who are doing research on community gardens from a visual arts 

perspective had agreed to meet me, but I mixed up the details and we never got to meet. We did speak on the 

phone later and she forwarded me an article on the political nature of gardens and about a visual arts project 

she had completed on the allotment gardens of Berlin. 

 
However while I was wandering around I did meet a gardener called Angela, who was collecting vegetables 

for her dinner and who gave me a quick tour of the garden. It had the most interesting maze of different 

shape plots and variety of styles and the ground was used quite intensively in a very diverse way. The garden 

is free and on council-owned land and is open to the public. Angela told me that there have been a number of 

thefts from the garden recently and that they would like to know who is doing it and why as it is a local and 

community garden. The TonSteine Garten also has a link with Via Campesina and held a seed swapping 

event in April 17th, the day of solidarity for Via Campesina. Angela gave me a lovely booklet on the garden, 

in German. Like the other community gardens I visited in Berlin, there a large number of gardeners who are 

originally from Turkey, and who create social and community spaces by cooking and eating in the gardens in 

the evenings. 

 
My next visit was to a sociologist and gardener named Elizabeth from the organisation Allmende Kontor. 



She has been involved in Community Gardens and their organisations for a long time. We went on an 

interesting walk through the landscape of old allotment gardens. The siting of these allotments and their 

relationship to the division of Berlin is a story in itself. But to walk along the network of old paths and lane-

ways with overhanging fruit trees and glimpses of the idiosyncrasies of individual allotment gardens and yet 

to be in the heart of a city was quite something.  

 
Elizabeth is also involved in the garden at Templehof, where I visited next. My first view of the garden 

there, sited at the old airport, was quite dramatic. The old airport building lies in the distance, built by the 

Nazis, and you find yourself looking down at land intersected by runways where people are out with their 

buggies and skateboards and bicycles and dogs and over on a patch of land are a motley collection of boxes 

and plants and banners and people under a huge open sky. It could be Africa. The garden at Templehof 

started three months previously and now had grown to four hundred people and they kept coming. The 

organising committee had just decided to take in no more for this season as they were beginning to wonder if 

you can have a community with such a large number. Storm clouds were gathering as we stood there and we 

finally had to stand under a lean to roof to continue talking. Over a beer we chatted and a small group 

gathered including Gerda who was seen as the mother of the Intercultural Gardens in Berlin as they said that 

there was almost no garden that she wasn’t involved in.  

 
Elizabeth was on her way to a conference of Community Gardeners which was happening in New York and 

although they had been invited to Krems as had the gardeners in Prinzessinnengarten, they were none of 

them attending. One of them had a theory that Germans didn’t much like going to events organised by 

Austrians. The group who call themselves Allmende Kontor believe that, in the development of Community 

Gardens, the public are teaching Government how to create community and also that what begins in urban 

areas can then be applied to rural ones: that the Urban takes the lead in Germany.  They were also surprised 

to hear of the extent of the Community Garden movement in Dublin and one of the gardeners referencing an 

American writer spoke of the local movement being a global one. I later heard from a Copenhagener that 

Glocal is their new word.  

 
I stayed in Berlin longer than intended. I had originally thought to visit a Camphill community running a 

biodynamic farm in the Czech Republic on my way to Austria, but I didn’t make it this time so I spent two 

nights in Prague instead, where I walked slowly around with all the other tourists gaping at the beautifully 

made buildings and the soft colours and the river. One of the German gardeners said that Prague is how 

many of the old German cities looked before they were bombed. I didn’t visit any gardens in Prague; I did 

help myself to some fruit in the old palace garden though and saw some wonderful abandoned sites where 

trees have rooted and many wild flowers grow and dreamt of how they could become gardens.  

 
I was looking forward to the bus trip from Prague to Vienna but found that the motorway landscape is 

drearily familiar all over Europe. However it is also only a facade just as it is here and further back there are 

also places where other landscape forms still exist and where new paths and networks are being made. But 

from the bus I was looking at a desert. I could identify two main crops, sunflowers and maize. Sunflowers 

have a romantic association for us in Ireland and are part of every community garden and allotment scheme. 

But seen here, they just looked like a mono crop and later when I went closer, the sunflower fields were like 

dust bowls. The fields that had no crops were just bare and grey brown - a picture of the land patterns of 

industrial agriculture. It was hard to see how anything could live there or could get its sustenance from this 

land. 
 
And then to arrive in Krems later and the lush valley of the great Danube river and to a town at night so 

quietly lit that it took numerous circles of the town before I found the giant gymnasium hall, dragged out a 

mattress, and could sleep and anticipate the forum which was due to begin the next day. 
 

 



Part 2: The Forum 

 
The next part of this account is more formal as the forum at Krems was more of a collective experience than 

an individual one. I have done a number of things in this section. I have tried to outline the organisation of 

and the methodology of the event as well as document the meetings which I attended and the main points 

that came up there. A lot of this will be documented by the Nyeleni report writers in the coming months. Full 

accounts of all that happened have been promised.  

 
For my part I was confronted by a number of concepts and ideas that I had not explored before and I was in 

the company of many people who had been working politically for many years on some of these issues. 

There were more campaigners present than there were growers and I had probably expected to meet more 

people who actually work with their hands in earth. As someone who has worked primarily with my hands 

for quite a number of years now, I have come to value the types of conversations and discussions that can 

happen when you are in a garden. And at the forum in Nyeleni the best conversations happened for me either 

while eating or walking or playing and my own preference is that if you want to speak of food or land you 

need your fingers full of it while you do so and you need to be in a landscape where you can move. 
 
The overriding issue at the forum for me was the sense of urgency of a need to make a collective and 

determined effort to support those growers and those initiatives who are trying to keep individual and 

community choice and story and seeds alive, to oppose what is tasteless and bad quality food, to oppose land 

practice that destroys habitats and pollutes rivers and lakes and seas and which treats land and food as 

commodities instead of placing them centrally in our story as being part of who we are. 
 
This forum was part of a movement which opposes the dominant and global economic world view and the 

findings and the discussions that took place reflect this. To grow and to garden is a political act. It can also be 

social, recreational, therapeutic and creative. But it does not happen in a political vacuum. And the growth of 

urban gardening and the forms it takes now and in the future will also be part of a political landscape. It is 

not neutral, and how individuals and communities will interact with that will be very different. 
 
Day 1 Krems 

 
Met two members of Via Campesina at breakfast time.  
 
Breakfast and all subsequent meals were organised by a local food co-op who were operating under large 

canopies. The variety of food available for breakfast was amazing as it continued to be for all of the meals. It 

was simple yet varied and plentiful and dished up and eaten without ceremony or fuss. It was so central to 

the event as it set the tone and if the atmosphere in the main was extremely good and without tension it was 

in a huge part related to the type of food and drink provided. There were long benches placed outside the 

main hall of the forum and in general you just sat down at a bench and got talking to whoever was there. 

Sometimes contacts were made more directly as someone was perhaps doing media work and were on the 

look out for particular stories or someone else may have a particular campaigning issue that they were 

looking for support for. And then you got the odd conversation which left you wondering who you were 

actually sitting with. There were also crooners and a few cruisers and one thief dropped by and took a large 

sum of money from someone’s bag. But in general the atmosphere was warm, open and friendly and all the 

border and central lands of what is known as Europe were there. We did some visual representations of this 

on different occasions, once by placing ourselves on the floor in relation to our geographical position in 

Europe and another time by sitting at tables with our own delegates and jumping up and making noise when 

our country’s name was called.  
 
One of the Via Campesina delegates was called Genevieve. She told me that Genevieve was the name of 

many women warriors and leaders in the past. I later discovered that she was one of the main organisers and 

speakers at the event. Her companion told me about the widely developed schemes of 'community supported 

agriculture' in France where farmers and consumers enter agreements together whereby a farmer grows 

vegetables for a certain number of families. He likened it to what we know here as 'vegetable box' schemes 

but on a more intensive and regionally organised level. He spoke in French and Genevieve translated and 

later I found that he was also a panel speaker. We spoke a bit then about the perception of Irish farmers in 



Europe and Genevieve said that they were only just beginning to hear about the Irish small farmers. There 

was also Donna, the other Irish delegate, who travelled from a farm in France (and she had the best drinking 

songs!): she had a powerfully important presence as did all the delegates.  

 
The first meeting of the forum was a meeting of youth, which I didn’t attend. So I took the opportunity to 

wander down to the river and see if I could find a place to swim. I later discovered I went in the wrong 

direction but it was nice to get a sense of the lay out of the town and river. 
 
All participants were encouraged to get involved in the organisation of the forum. This could be in any 

number of ways, from washing dishes to cleaning up, to helping with food, to taking notes, to facilitation, to 

reporting back, to organising meetings and workshops. There was a large information board in the main hall 

where you could put your name down as a volunteer or where you could advertise events. It is hard to 

describe at how many levels the organisation of this event took place and how thoroughly everything had 

been anticipated and prepared for. It was a learning experience in itself and there was quite a spirit of 

cheerful pragmatism. 

 
Lunch time brought the arrival of Sian and Nancy from Ireland who had travelled overland to get there. 

Jessica and Miren were already there as they had also arrived on Monday. John and Pepe were due to arrive 

later in the week, to complete the Irish delegation. 
 
Over dish-washing duties after lunch I met Monika and her daughter Sophie who lived in Austria. Monika 

grows herbs and wild flowers and makes natural cosmetics and remedies and spoke about how intensive the 

work is. And even the dish-washing was organised with a really good simple system that meant we could 

work outdoors and recycle the water used. There was a special composting team of volunteers who took care 

of all waste and also ran the compost toilets. 

 
Women’s meeting 

 
We left the dishes early and went to what was for me my first meeting, which was the meeting for all women 

delegates. It was also time to get used to tuning into the right frequency on your radio as there were separate 

frequencies for English, French, Spanish, German and Romanian translations of everything that was being 

said. First some invited delegates spoke about the work in their countries and later we broke up into language 

groups so that we could discuss issues such as what a world would look like if women were without 

disadvantage and there was no violence against women. 

 
I was in the English language group along with other native English speakers and those who used English as 

their first language at international events. This included women from Turkey, Holland, Belgium, Serbia, 

Finland and Italy. There was some discussion as to whether different generations of women have the same 

issues at all and some believed that gender wasn’t relevant as women in power was no guarantee that they 

would be more inclusive than men. Are women victims or accomplices? Some felt that even having a women 

only meeting was wrong and that men needed to be present at women’s meetings. Others felt it was 

important to state that there is also biodiversity in gender as there are many difference in status. Older 

women spoke of being tired of campaigning on gender issues and hoped younger women would take over. 

Women needed to appreciate each other and support each other and perhaps work on concrete campaigns 

together. There was a man present at this meeting as a woman from Azerbaijan spoke through an interpreter 

from her delegation who was male.  
 
One of the things I found interesting at the women’s meeting was an emphasis on food lore, on story, on 

what is passed on, on the diversity of ways to grow plants and to use them, the different ways to cook food, 

the minute differences in recipes and how important precisely these differences are. The concern was that 

these ways and this knowledge is being stolen by large companies and the women who had being doing this 

work undervalued and made invisible. These women wanted to defend biodiversity in food production and 

cooking. They saw biodiversity as not only being what plants were being grown but also about how and 

when you used plants in ways that fitted with your own beliefs. Another interesting point was the 

encouragement for women to be disruptive, especially at meetings where male voices are getting more air-

play.  



 
World Cafe 

 
The next meeting at the forum took the form of a world cafe so that delegates could get to meet each other 

and discuss in general what food sovereignty meant for them and their organisations and what work they 

were already doing in relation to this. It was probably somewhere at this juncture that I realised that the 

numbers of other community gardeners at this event were small and that I was also placed in groups where I 

didn’t meet so many of them. Who I did meet were a small number of small farmers and a large number of 

campaigners as well as a large number of people who wanted to become farmers and growers but in the main 

to do this outside cities. So although community gardens were included in the action plans that would come 

later, they were placed differently in relation to the emphasis on land struggles which emerged in the forum. I 

think this may have something to do with the fact that the urban agriculture movement is still in its early 

years in general and that there is only a growing realisation that what is happening in individual cities locally 

is actually happening in almost the exact same way in all the other cities and at more or less the same time 

and for more or less the same reasons. 

 
The four constituencies 

 
Another meeting on Day 1 was a meeting of what were seen to be the four constituencies. And they were 

producers, consumers, NGO’s and workers and trade unions. The consumer group also included urban 

movements and I was placed there. This reflected for me the continuing perception that rural areas feed cities 

so urban movements are then seen as consumers and not as growers. And yet as we know from community 

gardening and other forms of gardening and natural environment work, urban areas often house wonderful 

habitats for bees for wild flowers for animals and birds as well housing many vegetable gardeners and many 

land-loving people who have been displaced by the creation of large farms in the country. And in rural areas 

there are lots of people who don’t grow anything and nor do they provide habitats but rather live with large 

landscaped lawns and live urban lifestyles. The purpose of the meetings of constituencies was a space to 

organise input to the proposals being discussed and to appoint report takers for each thematic axis. The day 

then ended with a pleasant jostle around tables filled with regional specialities and some delicious food and 

drink. 
 
Day 2 
 
Had breakfast with some of the Finnish delegates who were talking about women farmers in Finland and 

how there are land issues which are not legislated for around relationship breakdowns where one has to leave 

the land they have been working on. It is often the woman who has to leave and then find some place to start 

over again and they spoke of the difficulty of leaving land you have worked on and animals you have cared 

for. 

 
I went to my first Mystica after breakfast. The Mystica was described as being a symbolic, non-rational, 

spiritual, creative, emotional, artistic way to represent the work, challenges, successes that unite us as a 

group. This one took the form of a clever clowning parody on seeds and seed saving with a villian on stilts 

representing the large seed company. The villian was also the only English speaker in the sketch. There was 

movement and humour and a clever moral tale attached that we were here to protect diversity in all its forms 

and that seeds are central. 
 
The first meeting of the day was a detailed presentation of the outline of the forum and of its structure and 

goals. The forum was divided into five thematic plenaries which were: 

  
Models of Production - How is food produced and who benefits? 

 
Changing how food is produced and consumed; producing local food as the backbone of the food system; 

seed saving and swapping; cooking and food processing. 
 
Markets/organisation of food chains and food webs - How is food distributed and who benefits? 
 



Local food webs between producers and consumers 

Solidarity and fair prices 

Creating local food infrastructure 

Reaching all in society, inclusive, migrants 
 
Social aspects and conditions of work - Food sovereignty for workers, consumers and producers 

 
Valuing and improving work and social conditions in food and agriculture systems 

Building broad alliances among all people who work in the food system 

Give greater value to food producers and workers in all parts of food system 

 
Access to land and other resources - Regaining access to the commons in Europe 

 
Commons including land, traditional seeds, livestock breeds, fish stocks, trees, forests, water, the 

atmosphere, knowledge - access to these should not be determined by markets and money 
 
Public Policies- Who decides food and agriculture related policies and who benefits? 
 
Changing public policies governing our food and agricultural systems 

What local policies rule our food systems 

Stable and fair prices for food producers 

Environmentally-friendly agriculture 

Internalise external costs into food prices 

Implement land reform 

 
For the rest of Day 2 and all of Day 3 we worked in these five groups which were also further divided into 

subgroups. 

 
I was in thematic axis 4 which was about Access to Land and other resources. The following is a summary of 

the some of the main issues and points which arose during these meetings.  
 
The subgroups in Axis 4 were as follows: 

 
Reduce commodification 

Ensuring public democratic access to the commons (land, water, seeds, forests, etc) 
Increase transparency and exposure (landgrabbing and speculation) 
Changing systems of land tenure and supporting the struggles for land reform 
Promoting the installation of people (youth,collectives) 

 
The following is a general list of some of the issues that came up in these discussions. The work required of 

each group and discussion was to come up with points that could be brought back to the larger groups, which 

would then be used in the writing of the Declaration. Therefore there was quite a bit of pressure to produce 

constantly and not a lot of time for longer discussions. There was however quite a lot of time given to 

consensus building and everything that could be written needed agreement from most people there. Hand 

signals were used throughout to indicate agreement or disagreement.  
 

1. Changing policies 

 
Communities need to take back power 
Stop commodification of land and commons 
Need public rules to keep land prices low 
Public funds must be investigated 
There need to be quotas for animals to land ratio 
Current EU and international policies need reform 
Equitable land reform for all, especially for women 
Need land reforms at public policy level 



 

2. Awareness 

 
Look at what is Commons and what belongs to commons 
eg seeds 
We need to spread information about new seed laws 
Raise awareness about the issue of seed to make sure that all people understand 
Challenge the laws 
Establish practices to use or exchange seeds 
Need access to more common land 
Land is a common good and should be recognised as such 

 

3. Resistance and Actions 
Be in active solidarity with others who are carrying out actions 
We are resisting the privatisation of public goods and the abuse of agricultural land 
We need to create a defence against the standardisation of food 
Use seed exchanges, co-ops, new structures 
Legislation like CAP needs to be addressed 
Pay attention to agro-fuels/agriculture policies 
Translate and promote positive experiences 
Create structures and mechanisms supporting farms that are resistant to privatisation 
We need to provide good food to sustain all people 
We need to create networks with all growers, urban and rural 

 

*4. Access to Land 
We need to look at land use instead of ownership 
Non farmers need access to land 
There must be space in cities for food 
Nomads and beekeepers must also have access to land 
The concentration of power and the lack of communities is a problem 
There should be no reduction of agricultural land use or biodiversity 
There needs to be a fair redistribution of land and other resources 

 
The following is a list of some of the points from an Action Plan agreed on in my thematic axis. I have 

numbered them here but they are not placed in any order of importance. 
 
1. Create a European database for food sovereignty 
2. Organise thematic/interest group forums at European level  
3. Create European action days around seeds, open farms, land actions 
4. Create community gardens 
5. Hold follow up meetings on Food Sovereignty at national levels 
6. Create platforms for Food Sovereignty 
7. Organise national and regional Nyeleni 
8. Make links with the Indignados, with Slow Food and Transition Towns 
9. Ask local Government to buy land for use for commons 
10. Mobilise for Reclaim the Fields camp in Romania 
11. Keep mobilising for April 17th, the International day for Via Campesina 
12.Work to change industrial farms into collective gardens 
13. Take part in community supported agriculture 
14. Raise public awareness on issues of land grabbing 
15. Create a global campaign to delegitimise the World Bank 
16. Work on EU policies, CAP and Energy 
17.Take actions towards the tribunal on landgrabbing in Geneva and FAO 
 
Upcoming International events  

 



2012 
World Alternative Water Forum, Marseilles, France 
UPOV Switzerland 
UN Council for Human Rights 
Follow the work of CSA/CFS in FAO 

 
Day 4 

 
This was the field day. A number of excursions were provided. There was a lot to choose from: vineyards, 

co-ops, gardens, a monastery, farms, brewery etc. I chose to go on a walking trip as I wanted to go up the 

hills and see the river valley from on high and also see the wild flower meadows. I learned that the area had 

not been glaciated and therefore the depth of the soils and sediments and the overlaying of land use and 

people has been quite unbroken and is richly complex. The flowers were wonderful and I collected some 

seed and our guide picked grapes for us as we walked along by the vines. It is also in these areas that some of 

the oldest sculptures of the female form have been found. One is known as the Venus of Willendorf and the 

other, depicting a woman dancing and dated at 35,000 years old is named Fanny, named after a famous 

Viennese dancer from a hundred years ago. We saw a replica of the sculpture of Fanny and also met the 

archaeologist who had made the discovery some twenty years ago. We saw a film about the dig and later 

were treated to wine and bread from a local producer under an outside shelter and with a fire burning. There 

was also a chance to throw a few spears and play with bow and arrow in the field. Later that day I had my 

first and last chance to have a swim in the Danube. It was perfect and looking down the river towards where 

the Alps begin, the landscape looked as if it had always looked like that. Later I helped out in the inaugural 

dig at the new Community Garden in Krems.  

 
Day 5 
 
This was the day when the declaration of Nyeleni was finally presented: see Nyeleni website. 
 
This was also the day when we met in regional groups: some of the Irish delegation went with Western 

Europe and others with Scandinavia and Northern Europe. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Part 3: Links and further reading 

 
For all information about the participants at Nyeleni and their initiatives: nyeleni2011dot net 

 
For a list of Community Gardens in Berlin: 

 
berlingoesgreend.de 
urbanacker.net 
stiftung-interkultur.de 
urban-gardening.eu 
prinzessinnengarten.net 
allmende-kontor.de 

 
For a link to Urban Agriculture in the Netherlands: 

 
farmingthecity.net 

 
For a link to the community garden movement in Austria: 
 
gartenpolylog.org 
 
For permaculture: 

 
permakultur.net 
permakultur-akadamie.de 
permakultur-danmark.dk 
 
For organisations that work with installing people on land and with community supported agriculture 

schemes: 

 
reclaimthefields.org 
terredeliens.org 
kindling.org.uk 
urgenci.net 
  

For movements in action: 

 
spanishrevolution11.wordpress.com 
fieldliberation.wordpress.com 
viacampesina.org 
takethesquare.net 
 
Ideas for follow ups in Ireland  and expanding the work of Community Gardens: 
 
Development work: 

 
Attend all meetings which have to do with land, seeds, water, agriculture regardless of who is running them 

and what their agenda may be 
Have more conversations about food 
More protests at tasteless food eg. organise actions at supermarkets 
Look at the obstacles that exist in getting farmers involved in Food Sovereignty work 
Look at the possibility of a mentoring scheme between older farmers and young people who would like 

access to land and training. 
Look at the possibility of leasing land for community farms 
 



Lobbying: 

 
Continue to work with local councils and look at the possibility of establishing at least one community 

garden within each allocation of allotments 
Get funding to buy some large delivery bikes which can be shared among gardens to create seed and 

vegetable paths between gardens 
Use the existing partnership structures in Ireland to access training and funding and make possible links 

through the rural and urban development policies administered by these 
 
Networks: 

 
Make links with universities, places where initiatives can be fostered which cooperate with local producers, 

science and agriculture students, sociologists and town planners 
Partake in more community supported agriculture schemes 
Make links with or create community cafes or mobile cafes 
Build new food alliances between young/old, rural/urban 
Build new food alliances within international communities in Ireland 
Look at ideas like land armies or mobile land volunteers as a way of supporting links between consumers 

and producers 
 
Training /Education: 

 

Use and expand on the already existing adult education model to run or set up courses 

Look at other ways people can receive training 

Set up more workshops in gardens 

Hold meetings in gardens, in fields and in waste/undeveloped sites 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


